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I. INI'ROIXJCITON 

'lhese Grand ROl.U'lds will concern three basic issues that remain in the 

field of human antibody diversity. First, we will deal with issues 

concerning the genetic o:rganization of the human inununoglobulin variable 

region complex. Second, we will address the issue of polymorphism within 

this gene complex, particularly as it might relate to human disease -

fundamentally, we wish to know if the difference between individuals who 

acquire inununologic disease and those who do not might be encoded in the 

genes encoding the variable regions of inununoglobulin molecules. And, 

finally, we will address the question posed by the title of these Grand 

Rounds. ''What is the genetic origin of human autoantibodies?" '!Wo basic 

theories are extant. 'Ihe first teaches that autoantibodies can fonn in 

anyone and are unrelated to the genetics of the inununoglobulin variable 

region complex, that autoant ibodies may or may not be gennline encoded and 

that they represent bystanders in these diseases. '!he second hypothesis 

teaches that autoant ibodies are direct copies of gennline genes and that 

only individuals carrying certain gennline genes are capable of making 

certain autoant ibodies and, thereby, acquiring certain autoimmune 

diseases. While progress has been made in understanding the first two 

questions that I have posed, I should warn you at the outset that the last 

dilennna remains although it is my finn prediction that an answer will be 

available within the very near future (sanz and capra, 1988). 

II. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE HUMAN VARIABlE RffiiON GENES - THE Y.tl 

RffiiON. 

While studies on the myeloma proteins in man provided the earliest 

insights into the structure of antibody molecules (Kunkel, 1965; 
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Edelman, a.rrl Gally, 1964) , there has been a paucity of info:t'lllCltion 

available on the genes encoding hmnan antibodies. Studies in the murine 

system have far exceeded the hmnan arrl info:t'lllCltion that is available, for 

example in the inbred Balbjc mouse, outctistances the molecular analyses of 

the hmnan VH locus by a factor of 100 to 1. '!he reasons for this are 

c:orrplicated but largely revolve around the ease at producing murine 

hybridanas a.rrl the difficulty at immortalizing human B cells. 'lhus, in the 

murine system, it has been relatively easy to prcxiuce monoclonal antibodies 

of nearly any specificity, immortalize cell lines and through recombinant 

rnA techniques, isolate the genes for a whole series of antibodies, utilize 

these as molecular probes into the genome, and thereby map the entire 

murine VH region. Let roe digress for a moment and review that data with 

you. 
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'!he i.nmrunoglobulin variable region gene canplex encoding the heavy 

chain consists of approximately 1,000 gennline V gene segments, a minimum 

of ten D segments arrl 4-6 J segments (Rathbtm, et al. , 1988a) . 'lhese are 

thought to recombine in a relatively random way during ontogeny so that the 

familiar Chinese menu approach to antibody diversity is obvious arrl that 

one can choose one from column A, one from column B arrl one from column C 

and make 1,000 X 10 X 5 or approximately 50,000 different variable regions 

from only 1,015 gennline gene segments. As each of these segments joins 

through recombination, additional nucleotide variability is introduced such 

that with every joint there can be a minimum of three additional amino 

acids increasing this diversity by a factor of 10. 'lhus, the gennline, 

while encoding only 1,015 gene segments, can give rise to nearly a half 

million different structures. Somatic mutation works on top of this to 

provide an unlimited repertoire of variable region structures which can 

deal with literally any antigenic challenge. 

A HALF MILLION ANTIBODY VH REGIONS 
FROM 1000 GENE SEGMENTS 

1000 VH Genes X 10 DH Genes X 5 JH Genes = 

50,000 Combinations 

At Each Joint ,.., 3 Different Structures are 

Possible, thus 50,000 x 3 x 3 = 450,000 VH 

Regions 
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'!he organization of the nrurine VH locus is unusual. As the genes 

were sequenced, they fell into t.en families. Families are operationally 

defined as being awrox.i.mately 80% homologous at the nucleotide level and 

art-of-family members are less than 70% horoc>logous. Few genes fall in 

between. An alternative definition of a gene family is that under standard 

conditions of Southern filter hybridization, genes from different families 

don't cross hybridize but "within" family genes do. '!he families are 

remarkably different in size varying from two to over 500 and antibodies of 

particular specificities are often fourxi in only a single gene family. 

'lhus, many of antibodies to carbohydrate antigens are members of the X24 

gene family while many antibodies to small o:rganic haptens are in the J558 

gene family (Rathbun, et al., 1988b). 

'!he organization of these families is also unusual. By and large the 

evidence is that the families are clustered. 'Ihus, two of the four members 

of the Sl07 family are physically linked. 'lhese clusters of related 

families make a certain aiOCJl.U1t of sense in that they allow for the 

aligrnnent of the DNA during cell division and would presumably act to 

prevent or to discourage non-homologous recombination. It has been asstnned 

that the htnnan VH locus is organized in a similar fashion. 

TH E MURINE VH MAP 

I 

5 -3609-J558- (VGAM3-8, J606, S107)-3660-

(X24, Q52, 7-183)-3 1-DH 
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A series of nost intriguing observations were made by several 

investigators almost simultaneously concerning the utilization of the 

murine VH genes during ontogeny. 'lbe bulk of the experimental evidence 

suggests that the genes that are nost prox.inal to D arrl J are ~ed 

early (so-called "proximal utilization mxlel"). 'lbus, if one analyzes the 

repertoire of antil:xxlies in the fetus one sees the utilization of the Q52 

and 7183 gene families while neonates utilize the S107 and J606 gene 

families and only in adults does one see the utilization of J558 and 3609, 

the more distal VH gene families. 

'lbere is also a fair amount of experimental evidence to suggest that 

the vast majority of autoantibodies derived from these "D-J proximal" gene 

families. 'lbus, for exarrple, a series of rhemnatoid factors isolated from 

murine strains with autoimmune disease are largely members of the VH7183 

family (Manheimer-I..o:ry, et al., 1986) and a group of anti-thyroglobulin 

antibodies are members of 7183 and Q52 gene families (Zanetti, et al., 

1983) . It was anticipated that the hmnan autoimmune system would parallel 

those of the I1'0USe as there have been so many similarities between, for 

exarrple, hmnan lupus e:rythematosus and the several murine models. 

I should not leave this murine model without errph.asizing that there 

are some disquieting conunchums that continue to be bothersome: Not all of 

the VH families are clustered (Rathbun, et al. , 1988a) , not all 

autoantibodies oome from the J proximal families (Wu and Page, 1986), not 

all of the studies on ontogeny agree with the proximal utilization model. 

THE HUMAN Y!J lOCUS 

'lbe hmnan heavy chain complex is located on the long ann of the 14th 

d1roirosorne. 'lbere have been relatively recent developments that have led 
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to an explosion of infonnation concerning the human VH CCl!Tplex. First, 

slowly but surely, human hybridorna technology is taking hold. Second, EBV 

transfonnation of human peripheral blood lymphocytes has allowed for the 

ilTirnortalization of human B cells for some time. However, only recently has 

it been appreciated that while such cell lines did not provide in general 

enough protein for amino acid sequencing, they provide ample rnRNA for eDNA 

cloning, and third, the emerging interest in human B cell leukemias and 

lymphomas as sources of rearrangerl immunoglobulin VH genes. All three of 

these sources have lerl to the isolation of a series of human VH cr::NA 

probes which have then been used to isolate genomic clones. 

Coupled to this analysis has been the commitment of two major 

laboratories - those of Fred Alt at Coltnnbia Unive:t.--sity and Tasuku Honjo in 

Japan to isolate, sequence and link a large number of human VH genes 

(Lee, et al., 1987; Alt, et al., 1987; Bennan; et aL; 1988). '!hese 'b:.,ro 

laboratories have clonerl and sequenced approximately 50 human VH gennline 

gene segments and perhaps the rest of the scientific community has 

contributed a dozen nore (Shen, et al., 1987; Humphries, et al., 1988). 

'Ihus, we have had available within the last six months, our first glimpses 

into the organization and structure of the human VH locus. Recall that 

the first 100 myeloma protein sequences came from humans and they were 

easily divided into three VH subgroups or families. Essentially all the 

proteins could be easily classified as such and it was widely assmned that 

rmlike the mouse which consisted of ten VH families, the human contained 

but three. Gradually, however, as the work of Alt, Honjo and TUcker at the 

genomic level and Perlmutter (Schroeder, et al., 1987) and our own 

laboratory (Sanz, et al., 1988) at the expressed antibody level, was 

analyzed, it was appreciated that the human v11 CCl!Tplex consisted of a 
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minimum of six arrl pertlaps eight different VH families. 'lhese newly 

discovered VH families will be a significant focus of these Grourrls 

Rounds as it is through these newly discovered, relatively small VH 

families that a great deal of insight into the organization arrl utilization 

of the human VH locus has been deduced. 

Gene probes for VHI, II arrl III came relatively early, largely from 

cloning the rearranged genes from B cell lynqilomas (Ben-Neria, et al., 

1981; Rechavi, et al., 1983}. '!he VHIV family was discovered 

accidentally. Honjo was linking human VH gene segments in a cosrnid walk 

arrl uncovered a sequence that was remarkably different than any previously 

described human VH sequence. At the time, no expressed anti.bcx:lies 

similar to this had been detected. A 1rolecular probe of this new VH gene 

(subsequently called VHIV) was used in Southern filter hybridization 

experiments arrl a new series of hybridization fragments was detected 

thereby ackncMledging this new VH gene family. A remarkable feature of 

the family was its relatively small size. VHI, II arrl III had consisted 

of over 50 restriction fragments. VHIV on the other hand, consisted of 

5-10 genes. Only recently, in the Perlnrutter laborato:ry, has the crNA from 

a fetal liver library been isolated that confinns that VHIV genes can 

indeed be expressed and in our own laborato:ry we have isolated a series of 

autoantibodies that utilize the VHIV gene segment. We will return to 

this issue later. 
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'!he VHV family was discovered here at Southwestern by Fhilip TUcker 

(Shen, et al., 1987; Ht.mphries, et al., 1988). Cloning the genes from a 

family in which several members had chronic lymphatic leukemia a gene was 

isolated arrl sequenced that had only modest relationship to any previously 

described VH family. When used as a hybridization probe, it revealed a 

new set of restriction fragments that had not been detected with VHI, II, 

III, arrl N probes. In addition, like VHN, VHV was quite small 

comprising only three restriction fragments. 'Ihese three genes were cloned 

arrl sequenced. 'IWo turned out to be pseudCXJenes arrl, therefore, the VHV 

gene family ronsists of a single functional gene! SUbsequently, in our own 

laborato:ry, two expressed antibodies utilizing VHV have been isolated, 

one, an anti-insulin antibody from a patient with diabetes who has been 

chronically treated with insulin (Sanz, et al., submitted). More 

importantly, as we will discuss later, Dr. TUcker and his colleagues have 

demonstrated that this gene is rearranged preferentially in approximately 
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30% of patients with certain lynphocytic leukemias (Huirphries, et al., 

1988). 

'!be VHVI family was discovererl irrleperrlently by Alt arrl Perlmutter 

utilizing different approaches - the fo:rll'er by genomic cloning, the latter 

by cr::NA cloning. 'Ibis family is also small consisting of only 1-3 

IOOmbers. To date, no antibody of defined specificity has been fO\ll')j which 

expresses a VHVI gene segment. 

'lbere a:re additional single genes tllat a:re suggestive of additional 

families but we will stop at this point. 

To recapitulate then, within the last six months, there have been two 

major advances. First, the discovery of three additional gene families 

(VHIV, V, VI) arrl, secooo, these new families appear to be small arrl 

preferentially utilized in both B cell turrors arrl autoantibodies. 

'!be secooo important observation tllat has came largely from the 

studies of Alt arrl Honjo is tllat unlike the mouse where the VH families 

a:re organizerl into discreet family clusters, the hmnan VH families a:re 

interspersed. Honjo, for example, has reported single cosmid clusters 

containing members of four different hmnan VH families arrl 'I\lcker arrl Al t 

have irrlepen:lently reported phage clones concerning IOOmbers of two 

different VH families. Rlage clones with two VH genes of differing 

families have rarely been described in the mouse. 'lbese data suggest tllat 

the hmnan VH locus might be organizerl quite differently from the murine 

VH complex. Parenthetically, studies from Kay Knight's laborato:ry in 

Chicago (Galarda, et al., 1985) suggest tllat the rabbit VH region is 

organized nnlch like the hmnan with vastly different VH structures 

adjacent in the genome. '!be irrplications for this distinct orientation a:re 

obvious for any extension of the murine "proximal utilization models" to 
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the hmnan if the VH genes are organized in an interspersed fashion. If 

proximal utilization is the rule, then the hmnan fetus arrl neonate would 

have the qp:>rtmrlty to call upon vastly different VH genes to deal with 

both internal arrl exten1a1 antigens rather than, like the mouse, call on 

rather similar genes for these p.rrposes. 

HUMAN Jgh COMPLEX 
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Studies by pulse field electrophoresis arrl deletion mapping have 

suggested that the newly discovered VH families are J proximal. '!he 

VHV gene which is commonly rearranged in acute arrl chronic lymphocytic 

leukemia has been linked by pulse field electrophoresis to D arrl JH 

(Hl.ntPrries, et al. , 1988) . '!his demonstrated physical linkage of the 

variable region to the constant region of hmnan innnunoglobulins for the 

first time. 'Ihese data suggested that of all the htnnan VH genes, VHV 

was closest to D arrl JH" 'Ihis provided a rational explanation for the 

common rearrangement of VHV in B cell tumors. rater, A1 t documented that 

the single VHVI gene was even closer to D arrl probably was separated by 

only 25-70 kb (Bennan, et al., 1988). SUbsequent experiments suggested 

that the order of the genes is from %=VHVI, then VHV, then VHIV -

at least same VHIV genes. '!he fact that the htnnan VH genes are so 
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interspersed makes further analysis of this kirrl extre.Irely ccrrplicated as 

virtually every hybridization probe gives multiple barrls even with pulse 

field electrophoresis. 

SOURCES OF MATERIAL FOR 
HUMAN ANTIBODY STUDIES 

• Human hybridomas 

• EBV transformed B lymphocytes 

• B cell leukemias and lymphomas 

Studies done in our avn laborato:ry utiliz.in] those EBV transfonned 

cell lines in which but a si.rgle i.nununoglobulin VH ccrrplex is present 

(the other havirg been lost duri.rg the i.nurortalization of the cell line) 

confi:nns this general organization. 

'lhus, in surmnary, the hmnan VH lcx:us is organized quite differently 

than the mouse. Rather than the genes appearirg in clusters that are 

related by family, they seem to be interspersed. HCMeVer, because of these 

newly discovered VH families are small, while not all of the members are 

J proximal several of them are and roth VHIV, VHV and VHVI, the newly 

discovered VH families are am:>ng the closest to the D and J segrrents. 

Many molecular biologists feel that proximity is a significant detenninant 

in recombination and, as such, these VH gene segrrents that are close to D 

and J ma.y have a more i.np::>rtant role in hmnan physiology than the size of 

these families would suggest. 
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III. '!HE HUMAN Y}S: IDClJS 

'Ihe human ka,FPa genes are located on chrcm:>sane 2 arrl like the heavy 

chain c::anplex consists of a number of variable and J gene segments. It 

differs fran the heavy chain in that the light chain locus contains no D 

gene segments arrl, therefore, the diversity mechanisms are somewhat more 

limited; that is, V segments apd J segments can fonn several different 

structures arrl jtmetional diversity between thE'ln can amplify this perhaps 

by a factor of three or four. Since it is assumed that there are 

approximately 100 V kappa gene segments arrl five J kappa gene segments, 100 

X 5 = 500 X 5 = 2500 different V kappa variable regions can be generated. 

Unlike the situation with the heavy chain locus where there are multiple 

constant region genes (mu, delta, ganrrna, alpha, epsilon) and the same 

variable region can "switch" to different constant region genes depending 

upon the needs of the organism, in the ka~ l ocus there is but a si.ngle 

constant region gene. 'lhus, in many respects, the kappa locus is 

considerably simpler than the heavy chain locus. 

Most of what we know about human kappa genes and proteins comes from 

the work of two prominent Gennan scientists. The first human kappa chain 

was sequenced by Hilschmann 23 years ago (Hilschmann and Craig, 1965) and 

represented the first innnunoglobulin chain sequenced. This was from a 

patient with multiple myeloma with Bence-0"ones proteinuria. It was these 

first two sequences done in the laboratory of Lyman Craig at the 

Rockefeller University that ushered in the new era of stl:uctural analyses 

of inununoglobulin molecules. From this work came insights into the 

variable arrl constant regions of .inmtunoglobulins as well as the first hints 

of polynoqilism. OVer the next twenty years Hilschmann and his laboratory 

sequenced over 100 human kappa chains from myeloma proteins and through it 
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defined the four families of human kappa chains, defined the variations 

within these chains and provided the framework for the vast majority of 

100lecular biological studies that followed. 

Within the last five years, another prc:minent Gennan scientist, Hans 

Zachau, has carmnitted his laboratory to the c::arrplete cloning and sequencing 

of the entire human V kappa locus. To date, over 100 V kappa genes have 

been cloned and sequenced, and most of these have been mapped in 

overlapping cosmid clusters (Pohlenz, et al., 1987). From these analyses 

have come the following general conclusions. First, the VKI, VKII, 

VKIII, and VKIV gene segments are intersperced. 'Ihus, there is none of 

the clustering that is seen in the murine VH families. Second, the 

orientation of these genes vis-a-vis the J and c regions varies with some 

genes oriented 3 1 to 5 1 and others 5 1 to 3 1 • '!his argues that the 

mechanism of V-J joining can either be by deletion or inversion. 'Ihird, 

there are a minimum of two and perhaps three segments of the V kappa locus 

that have \.ll'rlergone inversion and duplication such that the familial 

relatedness of a series of genes in one orientation is nearly identical to 

the sequence and organization in the reverse orientation. '!his 

organization, which has ilnportant implications for the evolution of the 

kappa locus, is also of considerable ilnportance in the expression of kappa 

genes. Finally, those genes that are most "J proximal" have been mapped 

although studies on their utilization are only beginning. '!he 100 genes 

that Zachau 1 s laboratory have mapped exist on a cluster of approximately 

1000 kb of~. 
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roLYM:>RIHISM OF HUMAN y.H GENE SEX:;MENTS 

'lhe genetic factors on human immunoglobulins were described over 30 

years ago by some of the pioneers in the field of innnunology including 

Gnlbb, OUdin, arrl Kunkel. Genetic markers are well known in the constant 

regions of human immunoglobulin kappa chains as well as the heavy chains of 

all immunoglobulin classes and subclasses. 'lhe nomenclature of these 

markers is that the chain of designation is listed first such as kappa, 

gamma, alpha; designated K, G, or A; followed by the small letter :m to 

irrlicate ''marker" arrl then an arabic letter. 'lhus, kappa light chains 

contain markers known as Km1 arrl 2, and similarly the markers on the gamma 

chain are called Gml, 2, etc. all the way to approximately 35. '!he genetic 

markers were instnnnental in the infancy of human immunology in 

urxierstanding the diallelic nature of the expression of these molecules, 

IiJ.enoroona such as allelic exclusion arrl the inheritance of the whole 

cluster. With few exceptions, most genetic markers in the human system are 

single amino acid interchanges that occur on exposed sites of the molecule 

rerrlering them antigenic. Most antisera that are used to distinguish these 

markers have historically come from patients who are multiply transfused or 

from multiparous women. More recently, rrouse monoclonal antibcx:lies are 

available that distinguish all of these genetic markers along with the 

classes and subclasses so that the analysis of immunoglobulins over the 

last decade has becarre a routine laboratory test. 

Genetic markers in the variable region have been extremely difficult 

to define. Serologically, while there are a m.nnber of reports describing 

these, few have been reprcx:luced and none has reached the point of general 

acceptance. 'lhe protein chemists have not been particularly helpful in 

this regard as the annmts of material required were such that few multiple 
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structures from the sane irrlividual were ever defined. It has fallen to 

the :roc>lecular biolCXJist to define such polyroc>:q:hl.sms an::l within the last 

few years using genetic probes, such polyroc>:q:hl.sms have been described both 

in the ka-wa am heavy chain locus. At the present t.bne, the vast majority 

of these polymoqnisms are defined by so-called RFLPs or restriction 

fragment length polymo:rphisms, a system that has been described at 'Ihese 

Gram Rounds repeatedly over the last year. 'lhe majority of these RFLPs 

are defined by polymorphic sites in introns outside of the coding regions 

am, therefore, their physiolCXJiC significance remains in question. 

'!he difficulty in addressing the issue of polymorphism in the human 

population at the inununoglobulin variable region locus is complicated by 

the multiplicity of gennline genes at both the VK an::l VH loci. It 

becomes extremely difficult in looking at the ~of two unrelated 

irrlividuals to firrl a single restriction fragment that is truly allelic and 

since large family studies are extremely difficult in the human population 

an::l inbreeding is the exception rather than the rule, little progress has 

been made in this arena. 
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'!he discovery of the VHIV, V and VI families of immunoglobulin 

variable region genes that I described earlier provides an ilnportant 

opportunity to address this issue. Since, for example, there is but a 

single VHV gene that is functional in the human genome, it has been 

possible to isolate this gene from unrelated irrlividuals and detennine its 

nucleotide sequence. Dr. '1\lcker's and my own laboratory have done this at 

both the genomic and the expressed level and have detected such 

polymorphisms. 'lhese studies represent the first clear examples of 

gennline enccx:ied polymorphism in the variable regions of immunoglobulin 

genes. '!hey provide the context for the next subject of 'Ihese Grand Rounds 
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which concerns the relationships of polynoqirisms to human disease. 

\::1 PI 1::1 PI 
J: J: J: J: 

> > > > 
#1 #-1 #2 #2 

PI ~ PI ~ 
-$ -$ ~ -$ 
#2 #2 #1 #1 

Let me take a few nv::xrents to e>q)lain hc:M this study was done. First 

it was appreciated that there was but a sl.n:Jle functional VaV gene. 'Ibis 

gene had been cloned and. sequenced in the TUcker laboratory and. we had the 

availability of not only that sequence but the powerful new technology of 

polymerase chain reaction which has been described here within the last six 

IrOnths by both Mike Brown and. Graham Smith. In this procedure, 

oligonucleotides are constructed such that only the VHV genes can be 

amplified. Arrplification is done in such a way that restriction sites are 

placed within the oligonucleotide used for amplification. After 

amplification, appropriate restriction errlonuclease digestion leads to the 

generation of an easy cloni.n:J system and. these genes can be placed into 

plasmid and. phagemid vectors for direct sequenci.n:J. Several i.rrli viduals in 

our laboratory volunteered their rNA for this study and. the results are 

shown in the figure below. 
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:roLYMERASE aiAIN REACITON 
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What is striking is that while each of these sequences are remarkably 

similar, '!hey are indeed different. 'lhese differences are both coding and 

non-coding such that some are silent and some lead to amino acid 

interchanges. 'lhese data stroi'lg'ly argue that the single functional VHV 

gene of different individuals encodes different variable region 

structures. What we don't know at this time is whether this variation 

leads to functionally different molecules. Every indication is that this 

is the case. 'lhese and other data like them provide a rational explanation 

for differences in inunune response upon antigenic challei'lg'e of different 

hunans who ma.y be identical at their major hist.ocorrpatibility conq:>lex 

genes. 

let us digress for a moment. From studies that were done by 

Benaceraff over two decades ago and which led to the awarding of the Nobel 

Prize in Medicine about five years ago, it is known that the inunune 

re5p:)nse in guinea pigs and mice is highly dependent upon the genes 
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in the major histcx:x:Hrpatibility c:x:nrplex. 'lhese genes were originally 

called m ( inunune response) genes and we rK:M knc:M them as the class II 

antigens for the DR, r:x:! and DP genes of the human histocarrpatibility 

c:x:nrplex. However, a large body of experi.mantal evidence suggests that 

other genes also control i.nunune responses. In mice it is known that 

variations in inunune response can map to the variable regions of both the 

heavy and light polypeptide chains. 'lhis has been an extremely difficult 

issue to address in man because of the obvious experimental constraints. 

However, there are a mnnber of situations where siblings that are HIA 

identical exhibit different immune responses particularly to the well known 

vaccines that are administered such as pneurocx::xx::cal, hepatitis, and DPI'. 

POLYMORPHIC IMMUNOLOGICALLY RELEVANT MOLECULES 
AND THEIR CHROMOSOMAL LOCATIONS 

Molecules Chains Location 

Immunoglobulin Heavy 14 
Kappa 2 
Lambda 22 

T Cell Receptor Alpha-Beta 14,7 
Gamma-Delta 7 

Histocompatibility Class I 6 
·class II 6 
Beta-2M 15 

It has been intx>ssible because of the small rnnnbers of patients involved to 

accurately map the location of these variations in inunune response. 'lhese 

data provide a rational explanation for these fimings. If two in:li viduals 

have different VH genes, for example, particularly genes that have 

differences in their coding regions as has been illustrated here, one could 

anticipate a differential immune reponse; that is, one in:lividual could 

respond with a higher affinity antibody than another. 'lhese provide 
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iltportant insights into how autoinunune disease may be distributed within a 

family arrl gives insight into how a "second" gene outside of the MHC could 

be inplicated in hmnan disease. Recall tbat at my last Medical Grand 

RDl.lrrls, I prop::>Sed that variation at the T cell receptor locus CXJUld impact 

on hmnan disease. 'lhere are :nc:M a wide variety of experimental systems and 

a host of p.lblications concerning the relationship between polynorphisms of 

the hmnan T cell receptor and celiac disease, rhetnnatoid arthritis, 

autoinunune thyroiditis, insulin dependent diabetes mellitus and myesthenia 

gravis. In my view, studies of the hmnan VH arrl V kappa locus will 

provide similar genetic predispositions to hmnan disease. 
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'!HE GENEI'IC ORIGlli OF HUMAN AUIDANI'IOODIES 

Between 1968 an:i 197 4, several papers were p.lblished describirg 

cross-idiotypic specificities arnon;J human autoantibodies, specifically, 

cold agglutinins (Williams, et al. , 1968) and m:moclonal :rheumatoid factors 

(Kunkel, et al., 1973; 1974). 'Ihese reports provided some of the first 

insights into the genetic origin of autoantibodies deJrOnstratin;J that all 

members of one of the cross-idiotypic groups of human :rheumatoid factors 

contained VKIIIb light chains by serologic analysis. 'Ihese discoveries 

were followed by primary structural analyses of human :rheumatoid factors 

which defined their structural relatedness (capra and Kehoe, 1974; Arrlrews 

and capra, 1981) . It is important to recall that these early studies (as 

well as most studies until recently), employed monoclonal :rheumatoid 

_factors derived from patients with B cell malignancies. Few of these 

patients had manifestations of :rheumatoid disease. '!he relationship of 

these monoclonal :rheumatoid factors to the pol yclonal :rheumatoid factors 

characteristic of :rheumatoid arthritis has never been entirely 

established. Nonetheless, these studies were interpreted to suggest that 

proteins with similar idiotypes contained similar structures in their 

hypmvariable regions. Not appreciated at the time (because relatively few 

human proteins had been sequenced) was that the extraordinary similarity of 

the structures of these molecules suggested that they might derive from 

similar if not identical gennline genes. 
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OJring the past ten years, a lcuge body of experimental evidence has 

acannulated, lcugely emanating from the lal:x>ratory of Dennis carson at 

Scri~ Clinic defining in precise serologic and structural tenns the 

relationships and genetic origins of this most interesting group of human 

antibodies. '!he most recent of these studies was just published in the 

Journal of Inununology (Crc:Mley, et al., 1988). It reports the 

interrelatedness of a lcuge panel of monoclonal paraproteins with a series 

of precisely defined serologic reagents lcugely directed toward monoclonal 

human rheumatoid factors. '!he study concludes that the vast majority of 

rheumatoid factors bear the serologic markers of VKIIIb light chains 

although certain inportant exceptions exist. 

our present understanding of the genetic origin of human 

autoantibodies represents a significant advance for modern 

i.mmtmochemistry. carson and his group have employed monoclonal antil::x:xiies 

to define the serologic detenninants on this group of human 
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autoantibodies. In addition, they have produced anti -peptide sera to the 

various hypervariable regions of both the heavy am light polypeptide 

chains of the various serologic groupings of these nolecules. 'lhe 

reactivity of these anti -peptide sera with polyclonal :rhetnnatoid factors, 

moncx::lonal :rhetnnatoid factors, with large panels of paraproteins arrl in 

no:nnal sera denonstrates the precision at which one can define antibody 

.nolecules at the present time. 'lhese studies have nicely dovetailed with 

the cloning of the gennline light chain gene segrrents that give rise to 

both VKIIIa arrl VKIIIb :rhetnnatoid factors; thus contributing greatly to 

our l.ll"rl.erstarrling of the molecular basis of autoantibodies arrl autoimmunity 

(Kipps, et al., 1977; Chen, et al., 1987a, 1987b; Silve:nnan, et al., 1988; 

Goldfien, et al., 1987). 

'lhe genetic origin of these nolecules has long remained an enigma. 

'!his question lies at the heart of a furrlarrental urrlerstarrling of 

autoimmunity. Do autoantibodies directly derive from gennline genes? Do 

all of us can:y the same complement of immunoglobulin gennline genes? Is 

the distinction between irrlividuals who get autoinunune disease arrl those 

who do not based on differences in their i.nununoglobu.lin VH or VL genes 

or are somatic andjor regulato:ry factors involved? 'lhese issues are being 

addressed in a furrlarrental way by a mnnber of scientists in several 

different systems. 

Studies of murine :rhetnnatoid factors by Weigert arrl his group 

(Schlamchik, et al. , 1987a) as well as by the Scripps group of Dixon am 

'lheofilopoulous (Aguado, et al., 1987) as well as on murine anti-rn:A 

antibodies by Barrett's group (Trepicchio, et al., 1987) provide evidence 

·that there are not furrlarrental structural differences between 

autoantibodies that arise in various murine models of autoinununity arrl 
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autoantil:xxlies that can be induced arrljor selected in no:nnal mice. More 

inportantly, the sequences of many such autoantibodies show numerous 

sanatic mutations, the distribution of which suggests positive selection by 

antigen (SchlOI'Idlik, et al., 1987b). 

In the human system it has been much more difficult to address these 

issues largely because of the difficulty in prcrlucing human-human 

hybridomas arrl except for the model system of mixed cryoglobulinemia, there 

are relatively few human situations where monoclonal autoantibodies are 

easily available. However, within the last year, several groups have 

developed systems to address this issue. Livneh, et al. (1987}, for 

example defined the so-called 8 .12 idiotype among human lupus antibodies () 

arrl recently, Hoch arrl Schwaber (1987) identified arrl sequenced the VH 

gene elements encoding a human anti -rnA antibody. Dersimonian, et al. , 

(1987) have published an inportant paper concerning the structure of 

various human anti -rNA hybridomas doctnnenting that the structures of two 

human anti - rNA antibody VH regions, one derived from a patient with 

leprosy arrl one derived from a patient with lupus were absolutely 

identical. 'Ihese data argue that autoantibodies need not require the 

sanatic mutation of a gennline gene. An important difference between the 

majority of human versus mouse studies is that, by arrl large, the murine 

antibodies sequenced were of the IgG class while the human antibodies were 

IgM. 

Recent studies from our own laboratory confinn these obsel:vations. 

In collaboration with Paolo casali arrl Abner Notkins, we have examined the 

VH nucleotide structures of several monoclona.l polyreactive antibodies 

arrl have fourrl some that had identical nucleotide sequences although 

derived from genetically distinct individuals. Similarly, in collaborative 
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studies with HCMard rang and No:rnan Talal, we have determined the complete 

VH structure of an anti-Sm antibody derived fran a patient with systemic 

lupus ecythematosus (sanz, et al., submitted). In this instance, the 

nucleotide sequence of the VH gene segment was identical to a cr:NA clone 

recently published fran Perlmutter's group and obtained from a fetal liver 

cr:NA library (Schroeder, et al., 1987). '!his result shows: 1) that the 

VH gene used by this SIE specific autoantibody is nost likely gennline 

encoded; 2) that these genes are without significant polymorphism in the 

general population and, therefore, could play an in'portant physiological 

role since evolutionary pressure is acting urrloubtedly to preserve these 

stnlctures, and; 3) that at least some of these autoreactive VH genes are 

expressed early in the development of the B cell repertoire. Collectively 

these studies further suggest that autoantibcxlies derived from nonnal 

irrlividuals (those without disease) and autoantibodies derived fran 

patients with disease may be stnlcturally identical. 
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'!hat the htnna.n VH and VL genes used in many autoantibodies 

derive from relatively small VH and VL gene families may be of crutial 

importance. Several of the polyreactive. antibodies are the first exanples 

of functional VHIV genes and an anti -insulin antibody studied in our 

laboratory by Tan 'Ihanas is the first excurple of a functional VHV gene. 

Ki~, et al. (1987) have shown that a significant number of patients with 

chronic lynphatic leuk~a utilize the VKIIIb light chain gene, and 

!IUirphries, et al. (1988), reported that almost a third of patients with 

lyrrphocytic leukemia rearrange genes of the VHV variable region family. 

'!his latter observation is particularly remarkable in view of the fact that 

there are a maximum of three VHV gennline genes representing at most 3% 

of the entire htnna.n VH gene repertoire. '!he predominant utilization of 

same VH families in specific B cell tumors along with the predominance of 

the "classical" families (VHI, VHII, VHIII) in paraproteins produced 

by plasma cell tumors arising in the bone marrow suggests that B cells from 

distinct subsets at different stages of maturation andjor in different 

compartments with different microenvirornnents may utilize different sets of 

VH genes. 
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out of these studies have come two :f\.m:lamental points. First, the 

polynorphism in the htnnan appears to be dramatically less than the 

polynorphism that distin:juishes the various inbred murine strains arxl, 

secorrl, at least am:>ng the IgM autoanti.l::x:xlies, their VH arxl VL gene 

segments appear to be direct copies of the gennline genes. 

Why, then, do autoanti.l::x:xlies in patients with autoimmune disease 

appear "aggressive" while "nonnal" autoanti.l::x:xlies appear relatively 

benign? Two main structural explanations come to mind: (1) 'lhe D segments 

of these two groups of anti.l::x:xlies appear significantly different arxl have 

no known gennline COllllterparts. 'Ibis suggests that either there are 

additional gennline D segments or novel mechanisms are involved in the 

generation of D segments in autoanti.l::x:xlies (Meek, et al. 1987). (2) '!he 

pathogenic autoantibodies still remain lcu:gely unknown arxl few have been 

subjected to structural analysis. It may well be that somatic events 

operate upon physiological autoantibodies arxl transform them either by 

increasing their affinity or by changing the idiotype, which in tum may 

allCM them to escape idiotype control. 

Should the genetic origin of autoanti.l::x:xlies be no different in 

nonnals arxl in patients with autoimnnme disease, we are left with the 

relatively uninspiring conclusion that autoinnnunity has no genetic 

component arrongst the i.mnunoglobulin genes. 'Ibis would fly in the face of 

a lcu:ge body of data suggesting that idiotypes of both rhetnnatoid factors 

arxl anti-INA antibodies are heritable as well as considerable statistical 

evidence suggesting a second or a third genetic system in addition to the 

MHC is involved in htnnan autoinnnunity. One way to reconcile the 

infonnation is to postulate that the difference lies in complex regulatory 

pathways of the innnune system (timing of expression in ontogeny, selection 
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of T cell repertoire, etc.). All those factors, along with MHC prcx:iucts 

and enviro11l'OOiltal. agents could interact to exparrl in autoinunune patients, 

clones that in nonnals are also present but dCMil regulated. 
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